Fall Distance Clinic October 1st – 2nd, 2016
Hosted By THE FLORIDA HORSEMEN’S ASSOCIATION
Co-Sponsored By SOUTH EASTERN DISTANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
Renab Ranch 5338 South Lecanto Hwy. Lecanto FL 34461
RM: Jodie Moore, crackshotacres@aol.com, 352-621-3231

THANK YOU Volunteers: Jodie Moore, Tom Florkiewicz, Maria Florkiewicz, Maris Ramsay, Carol Thompson, Bobby Marley, Paul Moore, Victor Larson, Stephanie Bishop, Lindy Griffith

SEDRA Members!

Driver: Maris Ramsay/A Fair Chance

Introductory Distance Riders:
Allison Morse/Emi Anthony Hale/Tex
Brenda O’Donnell/Just Enuff Pizzazz
Chris Littlefield/Farley
Christine Abbott/Kansas
Claire Duvall/Hailey
Deb Morse/Pleasure Pretty
Dinah Drobach/Effort
Jasmine Anderson/Nazeem
Jo Harder/Chica
Jodie Moore/Blue
Kim Minarich/Serenity Shatreem
Leah Greenleaf/Kate
Maria Florkiewicz/Majeco
Stephanie Bishop/Kota